Shopping Contract
Caroun Art Gallery (CAG)
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Between: Caroun Art Gallery (hereafter referred to as CAG)
1403 Bewicke Ave, North Vancouver, BC, Canada, V7M 3C7
And Artist:
Name: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………
Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………….
Phone: …………………………………………………… Mobile: …………………………………………………… Email: ……………………..……………….………………………………………………

II- Artist’s Responsibilities

1) Costs of delivery, studying the works for confirmation, installing on website… needs to be paid by the artist for
each process. Each time, artist could apply for max 10 works and the cost will be $150. Less works will have the
same cost.
1) Provide CAG with the following information:
1-1) A current artistic biography, resume and statement in “Word 2003” program.
1-2) Information and images of the approved artwork(s); high resolution (300 dpi) digital images
1-3) List of artwork(s) including title, size, medium and Proposal Price (attached table)
2) Artwork(s) should be framed completely, including wire at the back (Works on Canvas may not be framed, but ready
for hanging). Works will be delivered to the gallery by the artist on the determined date by CAG. Artwork(s) should
be removed at the last day of the Contract by the artist; if the artist is out of Vancouver, he/she MUST pay the costs
(packaging, handling, delivery & post) to mail works by CAG.
3) Artist is responsible for packaging, shipping, delivering, removing, pick-up, customs, insurance… of the
artwork(s) during transport to and from CAG, and during the time of storage at CAG. Artist will pay the cost of
wiring (fee for transferring money) for the sold artwork(s).
CAG has no responsibility for the damage or lost of the artworks during shipping, delivery, storage at CAG,
pick-up and returning, and this is the artist’s responsibility. Its costs should be paid by the Artist.
Date Artworks are to be delivered: 4 pm, ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Date for Pick-up: 4 pm, ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………
4) Allow the artwork(s) to be photographed or making film for TV and allow of reproduction of his/her images.
5) Artist will not interfere with shopping process.
6) Artist is not permitted to sell the artwork(s) to others during the time of this contract.
III- CAG Responsibilities

1) CAG will arrange to sell the artwork(s) at Caroun.ca due to the Caroun rules: Posting info on website, selling and
mailing
2) CAG will determine the shopping price.
3) CAG will pay the Proposal Price to the artist; wiring costs will be reduced.
IV- Shopping Period

1) Works will remain at CAG for 3 years for shopping.
2) Artist cannot cancel the contract or change the price in this period.
3) The Proposal Price plus $1000 for each artwork must be paid to CAG, if the Artist wants to cancel the contract.
for two works: Proposal Prices plus $2000…
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Work(s) will be returned to the Artist as the costs of handling, delivery and mailing will be paid.
4) Artist can renew the contract after 3 years, or ask for returning the artwork(s), as mentioned in IV-3.
5) CAG can cancel the contract at any time with no reason. Works will be returned to the Artist as mentioned in IV-3.
6) Artist MUST pick up the artwork(s), or pay the costs for returning, at the determined date (II -3); for each day
delay, Artist MUST pay $75 (plus GST) for storage of each artwork.
V- Other

1) All the costs and prices will be determined by Canadian Dollars.
2) By signing the contract, Artist accept to do due to the rules of CAG, otherwise CAG will cancel the contract at any
time, without refunding any payments or returning the artwork.
3) This contract will change time to time by CAG, and artist(s) will accept the new announced contract on the website.
4) This contract shall be governed by the Laws of British Columbia. The parties agree that Vancouver, BC, Canada shall be
a non-exclusive location for jurisdiction and venue for any dispute relating to this contract.
Fees paid by the artist:

1) Installation fee: $150
Membership fee: ………………………….………………………………………………………
2) Others: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………
3) GST: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… PST: ……………………………………………….……………………………………………………………
4) Total: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………

Artist signature

Date

………………………………………….

………………………………………….

CAG
………………………………………….
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No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Title

Media (& Number
of the works)

Size

Price $
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VI- Release of Artworks/Payments

The amount of $ …………………………………… is paid to the Artist Cash/by the Cheque No. ………………………… for ……………… sold work(s).
All the Artwork(s) (No.:
good order.

Name (artist):

…………… )

by the above mentioned Artist was returned from Caroun Art Gallery to the Artist in

………………………………………………………………………………………..

Artist signature
………………………………………….

Date
………………………………………….

